CekamonSaws more than just the PalletSaw
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The CekamonSaws
Staff wishes you a
successful 2018!

CekamonSaws BV 25 years young
This year CekamonSaws BV celebrates its
25th anniversary. What started with the wellknown PalletSaw and EndSaw in the also
well-known blue and yellow colour has
grown to a company that offers complete
solutions for pallet sorting and -repair.

CekamonSaws is since its founding famous for its PalletSaw. This development started with
our first machine the type N. Up until today various models passed by and since 2002 we
build the Type W. We still can say that our PalletSaw is the most well-known product of
CekamonSaws. This however is not so strange, because since founding nearly 600 of these
mahicners are sold.

But Cekamonsaws is more than the PalletSaw. We are also know for our innovation such
as the MPSL (Multi Pallet Sorting Line). A line with which it is possible to sort 30 different
kinds of pallets or even more. Or what about our Sorting Platform of which your will see
more in this newsletter
If you have the impression that CekamonSaws equals big machines and lines, you are
wrong. We are also available for reciprocating machine, reciprocating saws blades, circularand band saw blades
You see even after 25 years we still commit to the slogan CekamonSaws. Pallet
Recycling Solutions.

Wood expansive?
We often hear that wood is so expansive
and ask ourselves is this correct?
After all you can save on wood costs by
dismantling unusable pallets so reclaimed
wood can be processed during production
or repair. We probably don’t tell anything
new here. We also don’t tell anything new
when we say that our PalletSaw proved its
use in this process.
So this might be the right moment to
consider the purchase of a PalletSaw.
Please just contact us if you want more
information about the possibilities of the
Cekamon PalletSaw.

Installed
Our technicians were on the road again.
This time Austria was the place to be for
them.
In Austria they installed a combined Sortingand Repair line. The line they installed is
equipped with a sorting platform and a
vertical transition on the repair section. Both
are innovations of CekamonSaws.

A few feature of this line
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Sorting in 4 different qualities
Connection between sorting and
repair through a roller conveyor that
levels from 300 cm to 80 cm
Vertical transfer of pallets from
prepare (PalletSaw) to repair
Strong reduction of fork lifter
movements
Reduction of physical strain for
employees

